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Dear BAUR Partner, Dear Customer!
BAUR is kicking off the new year by expanding its portfolio and from springtime onwards, it will be supplying products with DAC
technology for cable testing in the high-voltage range. Other product news includes the new DPA 60 C device for insulating oil
testing and the BM 30 ground microphone. You can also find out more about our new YouTube channel.
Happy reading!

BAUR expands its portfolio with devices for high-voltage cable testing
Strategic partnership between BAUR and onsite high voltage international
Technological pioneer BAUR collaborates with onsite high voltage international. BAUR now also
supplies time-saving, exceptionally easy to handle and comprehensive damped-AC technology
(DAC) for (E)HV cables.
>> more

DPA 60 C insulating oil tester now available to order
Portable, up to 60 kV with tried-and-tested BAUR technology
As we announced in our previous Newsletter, the new DPA 60 C device for testing the breakdown
voltage of insulating oil is now available to order.
>> more

Optimised BM 30 ground microphone
Improved robustness for reliable fault location
Used together with a receiver (UL 30) and surge voltage generator (SSG, STG), the BAUR BM 30
ground microphone for cable fault location can be used to pinpoint cable faults. An optimised
version of the ground microphone is now available with immediate effect.
>> more

The BAUR Service Team on site
Voltage testing as a service
The BAUR product range not only includes high-end products, but professional services, too. This
includes the on-site service where members of the service team are deployed.
>> more

University partnership to foster the specialists of tomorrow
BAUR enables dual degree for electrical engineering
The Dual Electrical Engineering Bachelor degree combines studying at the Vorarlberg University of
Applied Sciences with practical vocational training at a company. This means that both the
university and the company undertake part of the training.
>> more

BAUR now has a YouTube channel
The world of BAUR on video
BAUR has recently launched its own YouTube channel. We’ve started with three video clips and
will continue to add to the collection. Take a look at us on YouTube:
www.youtube.com/ensuringtheflow
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